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Founder of glutenfreeonashoestring.com and author of the Gluten-Free on a Shoestring

cookbook series is back with more than 100 recipes devoted to bagels, buns, flatbreads, rolls,

doughs, and more.If you're eating gluten-free, you know the challenges of bread. But now,

thanks to Nicole Hunn, you can have easy, budget-friendly, delicious recipes for all your

favorites, from shaped breads to flatbreads, biscuits, scones, and muffins. You'll learn to master

lean crusty white bread, hearty whole-grain, fragrant cinnamon swirl, decadent cheese bread,

not to mention a wild yeast starter you'll use to make everything imaginable, including a real no-

rye "rye" bread. And you won't need a bread machine or any fancy supplies.Nicole covers all

the essentials, including: recipes from a bread flour that makes it all work, all-purpose flour

blends, a whole-grain blend, and a pastry flour; key techniques; the secrets to working ably

with gluten-free dough; and even a whole section on troubleshooting. Gluten-Free on a

Shoestring Bakes Bread tells you everything you need to know to make the artisan-style bread

you've been missing--and at a fraction of the cost.
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IS A BREAD-OBSESSED CULTURE. WHETHER WE’RE EATING IT at every meal or refusing

to eat it altogether, bread defines almost every American diet and way of life. Perhaps no one

group is more bread-obsessed than the gluten-free community, yet I say this with reverence,

not judgment. You are my people! So why, despite the recent proliferation of gluten-free

cookbooks, the near-absence of gluten-free bread books? Fear of baking it. Plain and simple. I

have been asked many, many times, even by other gluten-free cookbook authors, why a gluten-

free bread book? It’s so hard! To which I answer this: Exactly. Plus, we deserve a seat at the

cultural table, just like everyone else.Until now, we have found ways to get by. We know where

to get gluten-free packaged bread and we know what it costs (do we ever!). Most of us have

chosen a favorite brand, and have come up with a way to rationalize the price we must pay for

it. When we’re using it for our children’s school lunch, we want it to look as “normal” as

possible. We wouldn’t dream of making it into bread crumbs (too expensive!), so we get used

to using crushed cereal instead (which, admittedly, has its own flavor profile and undoubtedly

its own place as breading). We buy bread mixes and bread makers in a vain attempt to avoid

the mystery of how to make gluten-free bread at home altogether.Enter Gluten-Free on a

Shoestring Bakes Bread.Forget everything you’ve ever heard before about baking gluten-free

bread. What you will learn in this book is nothing short of revolutionary. Not only will you learn

to make gluten-free yeast bread that rises beautifully and reliably, but even working with the



dough will be a pleasure. You can save your ice-cream scoop for when you’re eating, well, ice

cream. You won’t be needing it to portion weepy, wet mounds of dough that look more like they

should be used to make cookies than bread. The recipes in this book make dough that you will

learn to knead until it’s smooth. Then, you’ll shape it into everything from baguettes to

cinnamon swirl bread using little more than a bench scraper and your own able, floured hands.

And I will be there to guide you every step of the way, with accessible instructions in plain

language, plus process photos of my own two practiced, flour-covered hands doing it right

alongside you. Are you thinking about Demi Moore and Patrick Swayze in Ghost now, or is it

just me?No more settling for only the types of packaged, mostly frozen bread for sale in natural

foods stores or, worse, pretending that a leaf of lettuce makes just as good a sandwich as real,

fresh bread does (it doesn’t, because it’s lettuce). You’ll be amazed at how quickly you become

nimble and practiced enough at gluten-free bread baking to make enough to rely upon for your

family’s lunches. Before you know it, you’ll be stocking your freezer with enough bread for thick

slices of French toast, and you might even be willing to sacrifice a loaf or two in the name of

fresh, gluten-free panko-style bread crumbs. And it won’t even feel like a sacrifice!We’ll start by

describing the few simple gluten-free flour blends you’ll need to make every recipe in this book

(with some alternatives, as I know you like alternatives), plus a thorough explanation of how

and why they are necessary. Then, we’ll move on to defining some bread-baking lingo, just to

ensure that we’re all on the same page. Don’t worry. On a Nerd Scale of 1 to 10, it’s maybe a 5.

We will also review the basic home appliances and equipment you’ll need—plus the items

you’ll want, in descending order, along with my arguments in favor of acquiring those items if

you are willing and able. Next, in Chapter 2, I will teach you in detail what to expect from gluten-

free bread dough and gluten-free bread baking. We’ll cover basic principles for creating and

handling gluten-free bread dough, how to store gluten-free bread, and finally, troubleshooting—

where I’ll aim to anticipate your questions and reassure you that all is, hopefully, not lost. And

in Chapter 3, the final chapter before digging into the recipes themselves, you’ll find full-color,

step-by-step photos and detailed descriptions of how to shape everything from baguettes and

boules to small, round rolls and sandwich bread.I have acquired the knowledge and the tools,

and it is my privilege and pleasure to impart it to you. You can do this. There’s so much to

anticipate. From loaf breads for slicing (some light and fluffy, others with a chewy crumb) to wild

yeast breads with a true, pure sourdough flavor, nothing is out of reach any longer. Breads you

roll flat, such as pizza, tortillas, and naan, will become everyday staples in your home. So will

shaped rolls and buns, such as bagels and soft hamburger buns and hoagie rolls. Through

carefully worded instructions and plenty of full color photographs, you’ll come to know what the

dough should look, feel, and smell like at every interval. If you didn’t believe before that it was

possible to create bakery-quality gluten-free bread in your own home, you will now. There are

plenty of yeast-free options as well, from cream puffs and muffins to zucchini bread and flaky,

layered biscuits. We will close with the most classic uses for all of this amazing dough and

bread. Take it from me—once you have turned out a perfect loaf of No-Rye “Rye” Bread (page

101), you won’t want another day to pass without a classic Reuben Sandwich (page 263). Or a

Monte Cristo (page 264), for that matter. Classic comfort food for everyone!Remember that life

is sweet and fun. And good bread is too good to live without. Gluten is expendable.With

love,Nicole1BEGINNING ESSENTIALSGLUTEN-FREE FLOUR BLENDS, KITCHEN

EQUIPMENT, AND BREAD GLOSSARYIF YOU ASK ME (AND, TO BE FAIR, IF YOU’RE

READING THIS, YOU KIND of did), hands down, the biggest thing since sliced gluten-free

bread is the use of whey protein isolate in gluten-free bread baking. How’s that for a tortured

metaphor? The yeast bread recipes in this book will speak for themselves when you bake them



—and eat them. But what they won’t do is tell you the story of how they came to be. That task

falls, happily, to me.In almost all gluten-free baking, because we have removed a protein

(gluten), we must replace it in one way or another. To date, the most common ingredient used

to replace gluten’s elasticity is the hydrocolloid xanthan gum. I do still find xanthan gum to be

essential to gluten-free bread baking (and frankly, to most other gluten-free baking), so we will

need some of that. But, after much trial and error, I discovered that the addition of whey protein

isolate to gluten-free bread baking goes a long, long way toward more effectively replacing

gluten in bread. It not only allows us to use considerably less xanthan gum, but it creates a

dough that looks, behaves, and tastes much more like the bread that we remember—without

nearly as much moisture as we have come to expect was necessary in gluten-free bread

dough.If you have ever attempted to make gluten-free bread with a typical all-purpose gluten-

free flour blend and not added plenty of extra moisture, you know that it yields a very, very tight

and unpleasant, arid crumb. I reasoned that, if I’m able to add back in a protein that behaves

similarly to gluten, maybe I could make bread dough that wasn’t quite so wet and weepy. And

bread dough that has enough surface tension to shape into smooth loaves and rolls—not to

mention is a pleasure to handle (spoiler: I did it! And now so can you).During recipe

development for this book, I tried so many protein powders: hemp protein, rice protein, rice

protein isolate, egg white protein, soy protein, vegetable protein, protein isolate, and still others.

Some worked better than others, but none of them had the Midas touch. At the risk of sounding

melodramatic (who, me?), I was nearly inconsolable. I could have developed a hundred recipes

for amazing-tasting gluten-free bread made in the conventional way that would delight us all.

But the process simply would not have been truly enjoyable unless I solved our flour

problem.The bread-baking process itself is a main focus of this book for three reasons. First,

bread baking has always fulfilled something of a romantic ideal to me, particularly today, in the

do-it-yourself artisan world. Process is at least half the pleasure I get from even the idea of

homemade bread. If the process of making the dough, allowing the flavors to develop with

relatively simple ingredients, and then shaping the bread into everything from sandwich loaves

and rolls to baguettes and bagels isn’t enjoyable, then there goes half the magic.Second, you

aren’t going to save any money or reclaim any feeling of normalcy in your gluten-free life if you

buy this book but don’t actually bake from it. I am counting on you to not only bake from this

book, but to make an unholy mess of it with dog-eared pages and flour sprinklings. If the

process is pleasurable, and you know that from the start, aren’t you much more likely to try

your hand at that first recipe? And once you try that first recipe, I predict that you will be

hooked. It won’t be long before you’re bragging to your friends about what you can do in the

kitchen.My final reason for elevating the process of baking gluten-free bread to such

importance is that it allows us to stand on the shoulders of the bread-baking giants who came

before, such as Peter Reinhart, Rose Levy Berenbaum, and Nick Malgieri. Although the

proportions are somewhat different, and the methods differ to a certain extent, many of the

same principles that these masters have taught us through the years are still guideposts. So

much of gluten-free baking is new. That’s exciting, but it can also be a tremendous barrier.

When I began baking gluten-free in 2004, I had Bette Hagman’s books and little else as my

shepherds. I scarcely understood what I was doing or why I was doing it, and I was terribly

frightened. Plus, if I didn’t like what I turned out, I felt powerless to do anything about it. We

have come so, so far in the years since, but I believe we can go all the way. This is the next

step.Although most of those proteins I tested were dismal failures, I did finally arrive at whey

protein isolate. When you use whey protein isolate in what I am referring to as Gluten-Free

Bread Flour in the pages that follow, it comes closer to mimicking conventional bread dough



than anything I have ever seen before—or thought I would ever see. This formula works better,

by far, than any other combination I have tried (and believe me when I tell you I was exhaustive

in testing various proportions). I purchase NOW Foods brand unflavored whey protein isolate,

and I’m pretty sure it’s for bodybuilders. It’s available at and from many other online sources.

The source with the best price seems to rotate, but it’s often .On the next page is my formula

for Gluten-Free Bread Flour. Please note that all of the flour blends in this chapter are best

measured by weight, with a simple digital scale. However, for your convenience, I have

included the approximate volume measurements that correspond to each weight amount,

where appropriate. Your results will almost certainly not be the same, though, as there is

simply too much human error involved in measuring dry ingredients such as these by

volume.GLUTEN-FREE BREAD FLOURMAKES 1 CUP (140 G) FLOUR100 grams (about

11½ tablespoons) all-purpose gluten-free flour (71%)25 grams (about 5 tablespoons)

unflavored whey protein isolate (18%)15 grams (about 5 teaspoons) Expandex modified

tapioca starch (11%)In a moment, you’ll find that I’ve provided you with two recipes for all-

purpose gluten-free flour, either of which will work in building your gluten-free bread flour

repertoire as well as any recipe that calls for an “all-purpose gluten-free flour.” Please note that

every recipe that calls for an “all-purpose gluten-free flour” in this book was formulated to work

with one of the two blends, both of which necessarily contain a small amount of xanthan gum.

The first, which I have dubbed “High-Quality All-Purpose Gluten-Free Flour,” is a copycat of the

blend that Better uses in its all-purpose gluten-free flour. I generally prefer it, but it is no doubt

more complex than the second blend. You can, of course, simply use Better Batter’s product

itself. This first all-purpose blend is appropriate to use whenever a recipe in this book, including

the Gluten-Free Bread Flour above, calls for “all-purpose gluten-free flour.”The second blend,

which I have dubbed the “Make-It-Simpler All-Purpose Gluten-Free Flour,” is, well, simpler, with

only four components. It is a good substitute for the High-Quality All-Purpose Gluten-Free Flour

blend. It does tend, however, to absorb a bit more moisture than the “High Quality” blend.A

note about component flours: Typically, I insist upon a superfine rice flour for even what I would

call “good” results in gluten-free baking, and it certainly is best here as well. Authentic Foods ()

is currently the only source I know for truly superfine rice flours that are reliably gluten-free.

However, in any of the bread recipes that call for a long, slow rise in the refrigerator (which is

most yeasted recipes in this book), even a rice flour that is not ground as superfine as the one

from Authentic Foods is fine. As the flour sits in the dough, it absorbs moisture and softens

considerably. For other recipes, such as those in Chapter 8 (my yeast-free quick breads), your

rice flour must be superfine or it will taste gritty, at least to some. The other component flours

can be purchased from any number of reputable sources (, , or , to name a few), except the

tapioca starch, which I only buy from or Authentic Foods to avoid a metallic aftertaste or simply

poor baking performance. Flours purchased at Asian markets are typically poor quality and

may not work at all in these recipes. I must recommend against their use entirely.Please note

that although tapioca starch is the same as tapioca flour, potato starch and potato flour are two

different ingredients and should not be substituted for each other.HIGH-QUALITY ALL-

PURPOSE GLUTEN-FREE FLOURMAKES 1 CUP (140 G) FLOUR42 grams (about ¼ cup)

superfine brown rice flour (30%)42 grams (about ¼ cup) superfine white rice flour (30%)21

grams (about 2!S tablespoons) tapioca starch (15%)21 grams (about 2!S tablespoons) potato

starch (15%)7 grams (about 1¾ teaspoons) potato flour (5%)4 grams (about 2 teaspoons)

xanthan gum (3%)3 grams (about 1½ teaspoons) pure powdered pectin (2%)MAKE-IT-

SIMPLER ALL-PURPOSE GLUTEN-FREE FLOURMAKES 1 CUP (140 G) FLOUR90 grams

(about 9 tablespoons) superfine white rice flour (64%)31 grams (about 3½ tablespoons) potato



starch (22%)15 grams (about 5 teaspoons) tapioca starch (11%)4 grams (about 2 teaspoons)

xanthan gum (3%)In certain recipes, such as Crepes (page 209) and in the wild yeast starter

(pages 83–90), you will need a basic gum-free blend. It is only appropriate when specifically

instructed in a recipe. That blend is as follows:BASIC GUM-FREE GLUTEN-FREE

FLOURMAKES 1 CUP (140 G) FLOUR93 grams (about 9!S tablespoons) superfine white rice

flour (66%)32 grams (about 3½ tablespoons) potato starch (23%)15 grams (about 5

teaspoons) tapioca starch (11%)In recipes with added whole grains, such as the Whole-Grain

Pizza Crust (page 191) and Lean Crusty Whole-Grain Bread (page 55), this is the blend to

use:WHOLE-GRAIN GLUTEN-FREE FLOURMAKES 1 CUP (140 G) FLOUR105 grams (about

11½ tablespoons) sweet white sorghum flour (75%)35 grams (about ¼ cup) teff flour

(25%)Finally, Gluten-Free Pastry Flour is called for in such recipes as the Extra-Flaky

Buttermilk Biscuits (page 227). It is made as follows:GLUTEN-FREE PASTRY FLOURMAKES

1 CUP (140 G) FLOUR112 grams (about 13 tablespoons) High-Quality All-Purpose Gluten-

Free Flour (80%)14 grams (about 2¼ tablespoons) nonfat dry milk, ground finely in a blender

or food processor (10%)14 grams (about 1½ tablespoons) cornstarch (10%)A Note about

Dairy-Free AlternativesIf you are dairy-free, you have no doubt noticed that the main flour

innovation in this book, Gluten-Free Bread Flour, contains dairy in the form of whey protein

isolate. However, I have not forgotten nor would I ever forsake those of you who are also dairy-

free! I have had some success substituting one or the other of two nondairy protein powders in

place of whey protein isolate, increasing the total liquid content in the recipe to 150 percent of

the liquid content in the recipe as written. The two non-dairy protein powders I recommend are

NOW Foods Pea Protein (just read the description to ensure that it is, in fact, a protein isolate)

and Growing Naturals Rice Protein Isolate (Original Flavor), both of which are readily available

online. For example, if the recipe calls for a total of 1 cup of water, you would use 1½ cups of

water, adding the additional water in the dough stage (if the recipe begins with a starter). Then,

due to the extra moisture content, you will need to bake the bread for longer than the original

recipe calls for, usually by 25 percent. Therefore, a recipe that calls for about 40 minutes of

baking time will need to be baked for closer to 50 minutes or more, taking care to ensure that

the internal temperature of the bread has reached that specified in each particular recipe

before you remove it from the oven.Not only does the dough require more water, but it won’t

display the same glutenlike stretchy qualities, I’m afraid. It will, however, allow you to use the

recipes in this book, with varying degrees of success.In addition, when a bread recipe calls for

unsalted butter, the nondairy substitute that I favor is Spectrum brand nonhydrogenated

vegetable shortening, which is made from organic palm oil.Glossary: How to Speak

BreadBaguette: A long, thin loaf of crusty bread. The longer and thinner you make it, the more

crust you will have. However, you will be limited by the size of your oven.Batard: Simply a loaf

of bread that is shaped like a torpedo.Boule: A loaf of bread shaped like a ball. It is shaped with

the goal of having the loaf rise up, rather than out.Brotform, banetton, or proofing basket: A

coiled basket made of natural cane that is used for proofing shaped dough.Bulk fermentation:

The first rising of bread dough, prior to shaping.Couche: Heavy linen fabric that can be used to

hold bread in the proper shape during proofing.Enriched bread: Bread that has enrichments,

such as eggs, fats, sugars, butter, and yogurt. It tends to have a more tender crust and crumb,

and, if butter or another fat is one of the enrichments, it tends to have a smoother mouthfeel.

Bread made with enrichments may have a darker crust, but the crust should soften as the

bread cools.Hydration: The ratio of total liquid ingredients to total flour ingredients in the dough,

by weight. For example, bread that has a total liquid weight of 273 grams and a total flour

weight of 420 grams has a hydration of grams, or 65 percent. Bread dough that has higher



hydration (e.g., focaccia) is wetter and usually stretchier, and bread dough with lower hydration

(e.g., bagels) is drier and stiffer.Lame: A straight razor blade attached to a handle, used for

scoring or slashing bread dough before baking.Lean bread: Refers to bread with few or no

enrichments, such as eggs, fats, sugars, butter, or yogurt. It tends to have a more brittle, hard

crust that has not been made tender by enrichments. The flavor of lean bread comes from

yeast development.Oven spring: The sudden rise in yeasted bread dough that occurs in the

first minutes of baking. The high heat of the oven creates a rapid rise in yeast

fermentation.Proofing: The final rise of bread after it has been shaped.Starter: There are other,

more precise, technical terms for a starter (biga, poolish, sponge) used in bread baking. The

nomenclature is related to the hydration and percentage of total yeast in the starter. In this

book, rather than get overly technical, I simply use the general term starter to refer to any pre-

ferment used in a given recipe. Do not skip this step in recipes that call for it! It makes an

enormous difference in flavor development and structure in the final product (and in the dough

itself, greatly assisting in making bread baking more enjoyable).Yeast: The recipes in this book

call for instant yeast (bread maker or rapid-rise yeast will also work). If you would like to

substitute active dry yeast for instant yeast, multiply the weight of the instant yeast called for in

the recipe by 125 percent or 1.25. A note about yeast and rising temperatures: there is actually

quite a wide temperature range for reconstituted yeast to be active. The optimal temperature

for rapid yeast development is about 80°F, but reconstituted yeast will live up until about 130°F

and will still develop in the cold temperature of the refrigerator—just more slowly. When in

doubt, err on the side of a cooler temperature instead of a hotter one, but keep in mind that the

point of thermal death for yeast (between 130° and 140°F) is very high and would be terribly

uncomfortable to the touch.Equipment and Bakeware: What You Need and What You’ll

WantOther than the ingredients specified in each recipe, there isn’t too much you will

absolutely need for bread-baking success. These simple items are listed here. In addition there

area few gems that you will want very, very much. You must have a birthday coming up, right?

Needs An oven thermometer: Most ovens are improperly calibrated. My own is off by 50°F,

sometimes more. I could have it calibrated properly, but I would still consider my oven

thermometer the only accurate indicator of the temperature of my oven. After all, I could never

be sure when my properly calibrated oven was no longer properly calibrated. Remember that

all ovens have hot spots (you probably already know where yours is, and most likely account

for it already by rotating baked goods during the baking cycle). So, be sure to place the oven

thermometer close to the area of the oven in which you plan to place the bread as it bakes.

Otherwise, the reading will not be accurate. I have a decidedly low-tech oven thermometer. It

costs about $6. A digital food scale: Wherever possible, the recipes in this book contain both

volume and weight measurements. However, in building a wild yeast starter (pages 83–90), a

simple digital food scale is necessary, as volume measurements simply are insufficient. But it

couldn’t be easier! I promise. My digital scale is an Escali Primo multifunctional digital scale. I

purchased it at for about $25, but I have also seen it everywhere I have ever seen digital food

scales for sale, for about the same price. To use a digital food scale, simply turn on the scale

with the push of an On/Tare/Off button. Then, place any bowl on top of the scale, “zero out” the

weight of the bowl itself by pushing On/Tare/Off once more, select grams or ounces by

pressing the button that usually says G/Oz, place an ingredient in the bowl until the digital

counter reaches the desired weight, and then press On/Tare/Off once more to reset to zero

before adding the next ingredient. And so on . . . That’s it. A digital scale is not essential for

building the gluten-free flour blends that we use in this book (see pages 8–10), but it does

make for much greater accuracy. Plus, it makes clean up much easier! A liquid measuring cup



and a set of measuring spoons: All liquid measurements in the book are given in teaspoons,

tablespoons, or cups. Spoonfuls should be level, using measuring spoons, not dining cutlery.

When measuring liquid in a cup, use a clear liquid measuring cup and check the accuracy of

the measurement at eye level with the marking on the side of the cup. A home proofer . . . or a

heating pad: With only a few exceptions, the first rise of bread dough (or bulk fermentation) in

this book will happen in the refrigerator. This slows down yeast fermentation, and slower

fermentation allows for more flavor development. Plus, it liberates the baker from having to

babysit the bread dough after the small initial investment of time necessary to make the dough.

However, the second rise after shaping (or proofing) is another matter entirely and requires a

warm, draft-free environment, ideally a moist one. Likewise, those recipes that call for a starter

require a warm, draft-free environment. In almost every instance, you can turn on your oven to

about 250°F and place the shaped dough, covered as directed in the recipe, on the stovetop.

The ambient heat will suffice to speed yeast production. However, when creating a wild yeast

starter (pages 83–90), you will need a warm, draft-free environment that lasts for days on end.

Leaving the oven on for all that time is simply impractical. There are two possible solutions.

First, a Brød & Taylor Folding Proofer, a relatively new invention, allows you to create a

controlled warm, moist, draft-free environment in your home. It is also great for tempering

chocolate and making yogurt at home and folds flat for easy storage. I set it to 78°F when I am

using it for bread dough or for growing a wild yeast starter (pages 83–90). I do set it a bit

higher, around 85°F, if I’m using it to get a starter to rise. However, the Brød & Taylor is kind of

spendy. If you are unable or unwilling to buy a home proofer, you can use a heating pad on its

lowest setting, lined with at least two thick towels on top of which you will set the container with

the developing starter. Be careful, though, if the starter mixture gets too hot, it will kill the yeast

and spoil everything! Digital calculator: You only need a basic digital calculator, and it should

cost less than $10. Buy one around back-to-school time and it might just set you back $2.

Although I use my calculator more often in recipe development than I do when I’m simply

following a recipe I’ve already created, it is way up on top of my list of most-used kitchen

gadgets. Now, with three school-aged children, I have had ample opportunity in recent years to

hone my “mental math” skills. Even so, when I am scaling a recipe up or down (all the recipes

in this book are scalable up to at least a multiple of three) or just building a simple gluten-free

flour blend, I still reach for my digital calculator. Knowing that I’m much less likely to make a

simple, careless error that can torpedo a whole recipe, it’s easier to relax and really enjoy

baking yeasty, fragrant gluten-free bread. Nerdy? Perhaps. But geek . . . is chic. Glass jar and

wooden spoon: Speaking of the wild yeast starter and levain recipes in Chapter 5, you will

need a large glass jar and a wooden (or other nonmetal, nonreactive) spoon for making the

wild yeast starter. Mixing bowls and whisks: Lots of mixing bowls, lots of whisks. Bench

scrapers: Ideally, you’ll need a traditional metal scraper and a more flexible one like those used

for icing cakes. They are essential for folding and kneading gluten-free bread dough, as well as

for transferring it from place to place. Instant-read thermometer: I went back and forth about

whether to describe an instant-read thermometer as a “want” or a “need.” I settled on “need,” as

it takes much of the guesswork out of bread baking and will increase your level of confidence

and your chances for early success. Rimmed baking sheets: I own no cookie sheets, and

haven’t for years. I rely exclusively on rimmed baking sheets, in quarter, half, and 10 by 15-inch

sizes. Whatever is along the perimeter of a baking sheet gets hotter and bakes faster, but the

rims on the baking sheet tend to even out baking over the entire surface. Unbleached

parchment paper: Unbleached parchment paper is much thinner and more flexible than

bleached white parchment paper, and can withstand high oven temperatures better. If You Care



brand is my favorite. French rolling pin: When rolling out dough, a French rolling pin (the kind

that has no distinct handles and tapers on both ends) allows for much better precision and

control. 8½ by 4½-inch loaf pans: All the loaf breads in Chapter 4 call for this size loaf pan. It’s

juuuuuuust right. I have long recommended USA Pans loaf pans, and they are still wonderful

baking tools. However, the striations on all of their loaf pans started to bother me a bit. They

really do help with even baking, but not always enough to justify the impressions those

striations leave on the outside of every loaf of bread I bake. Especially not for the photo shoot

for this very book! For that purpose, I have begun using Williams-Sonoma Goldtouch nonstick

1-pound loaf pans. Sharp knife or lame for slashing: When bread bakes in the oven, it expands

and will split at somewhat random points of expansion—unless you slash it. Then it should

“bloom,” or separate in a more controlled manner at the point of slashing. Cooking oil spray:

Cooking oil spray is extremely useful in bread baking. It acts as a barrier between plastic wrap

and rising dough so the dough does not stick to the plastic. It can also prevent shaped bagel

dough from sticking to the parchment paper as it rises and before boiling, and is extremely

useful in scraping down sometimes sticky dough from the sides of a mixing bowl. If you can,

find a spray that contains only olive oil and a propellant—or use a Misto and add your own

simple oil. Large serrated bread knife: For slicing into your beautiful gluten-free bread after

baking, nothing beats a large serrated bread knife for sawing through that gorgeous

crust.Wants Stand mixer: A powerful stand mixer, such as a KitchenAid, is at the very top of

the “wants” list. Not only will it make the process of making bread dough easier, but machine-

kneading is essential to creating the smooth elasticity that is designed to mimic the

stretchiness of conventional, gluten-containing bread dough. If you don’t have a stand mixer,

please don’t try to use a regular, three-speed hand mixer with beater attachments. It won’t

work; you may even burn out your hand mixer in the process. Just use a large bowl, a wooden

spoon, and some good old-fashioned elbow grease! One exception: As described on page 27,

try getting a five-speed hand mixer with dough hooks. I tested out the five-speed KitchenAid

“ultra power” hand mixer with dough hooks and was pleased with the results. Pizza stone: A

pizza stone is essential for making crisp pizza, and nearly essential for making pita bread. It is

also very useful for making any sort of bread in the oven because it retains heat very well,

helping to maintain a consistent oven temperature. Once a pizza stone is hot, it tends to stay

hot. Pizza peel: If you use a pizza stone, you are going to need a reliable way to slide dough

quickly onto the hot pizza stone that is already in the oven. A pizza peel is simply a stiff, flat,

heat-resistant surface with a long handle. It need be neither fancy nor expensive. Banetton/

brotform/proofing baskets: Proofing baskets are typically made of natural cane and come in

various shapes and sizes. They can either be lined with a specially fitted linen liner (similar to

the fabric of a couche, but thinner) or just floured generously. I much prefer using them unlined.

That way, when dough proofs in the proofing basket, it emerges with those gorgeous

concentric circles (or ovals, depending upon your choice of shape) you see in the No-Rye

“Rye” Bread (page 101). And the smoothness and evenness of the rise that is achieved

through use of a proofing basket is the stuff of legends. Be sure not to wash them with soap!

Just tap out the excess flour after rising, rinse with water if necessary, and then allow to dry

completely and totally before storing. I like to keep mine very visible. It makes me look like a

hipster. (Does, too.) Dutch oven: This round, heavy, lidded cast-iron pot is unique in its ability to

guarantee a crisp crust on a round loaf of No-Rye “Rye” Bread (page 101) that literally sings as

hits the cool air outside the oven when it is finished baking. A Dutch oven traps both the heat

and the moisture of bread as it bakes, creating its own hot but moist environment, perfect for a

crisp crust. Make sure that all of the parts of your Dutch oven are heat-safe to a high heat,



including the handle on the lid. If you’d like to make another shape loaf in a Dutch oven, just be

sure the size and shape of the loaf will fit inside your pot. Lidded plastic proofing buckets: I get

tremendous use out of Cambro brand 2-quart, round, lidded, translucent plastic storage

containers. They are inexpensive and are large enough to accommodate almost every dough

in this book with enough room for the dough to double in size. The relatively stiff lid stays

secure under pressure (which is important, as the fermenting yeast will give off gas that, over

time, may fill the bucket). Oh, and the 2-quart size is relatively short and wide, so it fits easily

on every shelf in my refrigerator. I also have some of the taller, 4-quart proofing buckets. They

require some rearranging to fit in the refrigerator, but the extra room is sometimes necessary.

Silicone spoonulas: You can use a basic nonstick spatula for all the scraping down of bowls

that is necessary, but a silicone spoonula is like a cross between a spatula and a large spoon,

so it holds the dough as you scrape down the sides of your bowl. Believe it or not, I have had a

hard time finding these and most often buy them at . Large, plastic bakery freezer bags: How

you store the bread you bake is really important, because you most likely won’t be able to bake

bread fresh every single day (or will you?). I buy double-size bread bags online from King

Arthur Flour. They prevent freezer burn better than anything else I have tried, short of buying

one of those long-term food storage contraptions, which frankly scare the life out of me

because I’m certain I’m going to melt myself in that thing. For more information on these bread

bags, please see “Rules for Storing Gluten-Free Bread” on page 23. Couche: A baker’s couche

is a large, heavy, rectangular piece of untreated, unbleached flax linen. Having a couche is

relatively low on the list of “wants,” but still kind of nice to have. I don’t use mine often, but I

really love the way a couche will coax a baguette into rising up without rising out. It is the best

way to ensure that baguettes maintain the shape I created before proofing. But you can’t wash

a couche with soap, and it certainly cannot be cleaned in the washing machine. You must dust

it off well, fold it up, and store it until next time. My clean-freaky nature means that I find this

somewhat unnerving.2WHAT TO EXPECT FROM GLUTEN-FREE BREADHOW THIS

GLUTEN-FREE BREAD DOUGH IS BETTER, AND HOW TO WORK WITH ITGLUTEN-FREE

BREAD DOUGH OF YORE (AND BY “YORE,” I MEAN just yesterday) was always heavy and

slick with moisture, and almost always enriched with some combination of eggs, fats, sugars,

butter, and yogurt. There really wasn’t any sort of gluten-free bread that rightly could be

described as “lean,” meaning bread without most of those enrichments. The extra moisture was

required because many of the gluten-free flours absorbed extra moisture, and the ever-present

enrichments added structure, mouthfeel, taste, and, in some cases, more moisture. If you have

ever heard gluten-free bread dough described as being similar to cookie dough, then you know

exactly what I’m talking about. Can I get an Amen?The cookie dough reference, an apt one, is

not only based on the moisture of the raw dough. It is also based on the texture and lack of

cohesion in the dough, as it broke apart from itself in shards, much as you would expect from,

well, cookie dough. In conventional, gluten-containing bread baking, a recipe might instruct us

to pull off a piece of dough for shaping, and we expect the dough to resist being separated

from itself, at least a bit. It is the elasticity in the well-developed gluten strands in the dough

(and then in the bread itself) that is responsible for this resistance. It makes shaping the dough

in any manner of ways possible. This is not to say that it is impossible to shape gluten-free

“cookie dough” bread dough. It most certainly is possible, with either well-floured or wet hands

and the aid of such tools as a spring-loaded ice-cream scoop for portioning dough. I’ve done it

many times myself, and I bet you have, too.But now is the time for us to move forward, in the

direction of the tried-and-true methods and principles developed in the realm of conventional

gluten-containing bread baking. By incorporating Gluten-Free Bread Flour (page 8) in the



recipes in this book, according to the simple, plain-spoken techniques expressed in the recipe

instructions, we begin to reclaim the romance of baking bread. The dough may not feel exactly

like conventional bread dough (it is, indeed, its own breed of dough), but it will exhibit many of

its most important characteristics.You will be able to shape a round of gluten-free bread dough

and have the top maintain its smoothness and shape as the dough rises (instead of dimpling,

as we have come to expect from gluten-free “cookie dough” bread dough). If you consider

Gluten-Free Bread Flour to be a single ingredient, as I hope you will come to think of it, you will

be able to create lean bread (see Lean Crusty White Sandwich Bread, page 43) with only a

few ingredients. Rather than enrichments, such as butter and eggs, being the source of flavor,

the yeast development that happens during a long, slow rise in the refrigerator will provide all

the flavor, just as it does in conventional gluten-containing lean bread. I began to realize that it

had been years since I had tasted the full flavor of yeast bread in all the corners of my mouth.

Years since I had experienced the blistered crust and chewy center of a real bagel. Years since

I had had real, wild yeast sourdough in all its flavor complexity. It’s good to be back, and even

better to take you with me!Basic Principles for Creating and Handling This Bread Dough

Particularly when baking lean bread, you will need to begin with a starter. The difference

between lean bread dough made with a starter and lean bread dough made without a starter is

dramatic, even though the ingredients stay precisely the same. The dough made with a starter

has significantly more structure and is markedly easier to handle. Particularly when baking lean

bread, you will need to allow the dough a long, slow rise in the refrigerator. Not only will you

have dough that is bursting with complex flavor, but you’ll also find that shaping the dough

straight from the refrigerator will really help to minimize its stickiness. Again when making the

lean bread recipes in this book, I have found that building Gluten-Free Bread Flour (page 8)

with the Make-It-Simpler All-Purpose Gluten-Free Flour (page 9) yields a dough that is

somewhat easier to handle. In the enriched bread recipes, I prefer the High-Quality All-Purpose

Gluten-Free Flour (page 9) when building Gluten-Free Bread Flour (page 8). When making

yeast bread dough, always err on the side of creating a dough that is slightly more wet than

may ultimately be necessary. It is significantly easier to work more flour into the dough during

shaping than it is to add more moisture. Enriched gluten-free bread doughs are typically

smoother, less sticky, and easier to handle than lean gluten-free bread doughs. If you have

past experience baking gluten-free bread, you may be tempted to add egg whites to the yeast

bread recipes in this book, as they are such a common ingredient in other gluten-free bread

recipes. However, resist the urge, unless egg whites are called for in the recipe as written.

Although they help add structure, egg whites are paradoxically quite drying to the baked bread.

Bread made with egg whites tends to dry out much more quickly. Keep in mind that wet dough

is not a thing of the past, entirely. In conventional, gluten-containing bread baking, certain types

of dough are made with very high levels of hydration, and the same holds true for some of the

gluten-free bread doughs in this book. For example, the Herb Focaccia (page 198) has 80

percent hydration, which is what is responsible for the beautiful, large holes in its crumb. There

is also generally an inverse relationship between the amount of moisture in the dough and the

amount of yeast in the recipe—more moisture, less yeast, and vice versa. Less yeast with a

long, slow rise in a high hydration dough yields a truly historic, complex flavor.Rules for Storing

Gluten-Free Bread When it’s freshly baked and cooled, if possible, store homemade gluten-

free bread in a breadbox. And make sure the bread has enough empty space around it so that

the air can circulate. A closed breadbox retains some moisture in the box, so the bread doesn’t

dry out, but doesn’t hold that moisture so close to the bread that it turns soggy. Never store

your gluten-free bread in a paper bag. The paper bag will itself become moist from humidity in



the surrounding air, and your bread will become soggy. Never store gluten-free bread

(homemade or store-bought) in the refrigerator. The refrigerator is designed to keep moisture

at bay, as moisture tends to spoil food. Storing bread in the refrigerator will dry out your bread

in a hurry. Store leftover gluten-free bread that is older than 3 to 4 days (depending upon

humidity levels in your kitchen and the type of bread) in the freezer. To prevent freezer burn

due to loss of moisture, use heavy-duty plastic bakery/bread bags for storage. I buy double-

size bread bags online from King Arthur Flour. They do a great job of preserving bread, and

they are less expensive than resealable plastic freezer bags. Plus, resealable plastic freezer

bags are heavy but tend to be stiff, making it difficult to remove all of the air surrounding the

bread, which leads to more freezer burn. If you don’t expect to use all of the gluten-free bread

you are freezing at once, consider slicing it before wrapping and freezing it. That way, you

should be able to defrost just what you need without compromising the rest of the loaf. If you

are slicing and storing English Muffin Bread (page 74), you may want to place small pieces of

unbleached parchment paper between the slices before freezing. When a loaf of bread has

very high hydration, like English Muffin Bread does, the slices tend to stick to one another

during freezing. Let homemade gluten-free bread cool almost completely before placing it in a

breadbox or other container, and before freezing it. Otherwise, the moisture in the bread that

would have evaporated upon cooling will instead condense and ruin any hope of crispness in

the crust. Never slice into a loaf of homemade gluten-free bread while it is still hot. It won’t hold

its shape, so you won’t get a clean slice. Some smaller, shaped breads only need to cool for a

short time before you can enjoy them, but a loaf must be completely cool. Unless you plan to

freeze it, leave a fresh loaf of homemade gluten-free bread whole, unsliced, until you are ready

to use it. The crust will help keep the bread from going stale. Once you have sliced into a loaf

of homemade gluten-free bread, when you place it in a breadbox, store it with the cut side

down, to minimize staleness.Troubleshooting Gluten-Free Bread BakingI can’t get my bread to

rise. Try waiting longer during the final proofing stage. There are only a few recipes where

overproofing is a real risk, such as with shaped breads and levain breads, which may result in

a distorted or blown out shape if they overproof. Otherwise, because the rate at which yeast is

active is so dependent upon its internal environment (the combined temperatures of the

various ingredients plus the moisture level) and its ambient environment (the temperature and

moisture level of the surrounding environment in your kitchen), rising times given in a recipe

are a guide. And keep in mind that both the internal and ambient environments will differ from

season to season, recipe to recipe, and sometimes due to human error. But most of these

conditions can be cured with time. Be patient. If your yeast is within the freshness date

indicated on the package, the problem almost certainly isn’t the yeast. But if you have opened

a jar of yeast and left it at room temperature rather than refrigerating it, or otherwise

mishandled the yeast, it may no longer be good. Try a fresh batch. Your other ingredients may

have killed the yeast. Be sure that you didn’t add any ingredients to the dough that were near

130°F, the thermal death point for yeast. In addition, recipe instructions will always indicate that

the yeast should be whisked into the other dry ingredients separately from the salt, as salt can

kill yeast when the two come into direct contact. Your process may be killing the yeast. If your

preferred method of getting bread to rise is by putting your oven on its lowest temperature and

allowing the dough to rise inside the oven, it may get too hot and kill the yeast. Most ovens are

not properly calibrated below 150°F, and it is impractical to sit in front of the oven watching your

oven thermometer for spikes in temperature that could kill your yeast.My bread rose in the

oven and then sank in the middle as it cooled. Are you using an oven thermometer? As

discussed on page 13, most ovens are improperly calibrated, and more often run hot than cold.



If you bake bread (or any baked good) in a too-hot oven, it will rise too quickly and give the

appearance of being done before the inside of the bread has the structure necessary to

support the rise on the outside. So, as the bread cools and steam escapes from the inside, the

bread sinks in the middle. Monitor that oven temperature!My dough is too sticky to shape.

Make sure you allow the starter to double in size before using it to make the bread dough. Also

be sure to allow the bread a long, slow rise in the refrigerator, and then begin shaping it while it

is still cold. If a recipe calls for a refrigerator rise of twelve hours to five days, wait closer to five

days. Use a bit more Gluten-Free Bread Flour (page 8) for shaping. All the yeast bread recipes

in this book begin with a relatively wet dough (even the lower-hydration recipes, such as

bagels) for one reason: to make them easier to shape without too much fear of drying out the

dough. Just be sure to use a light touch when shaping, which will prevent the dough from

absorbing too much of the extra sprinkling flour.My bread looks okay, but it’s bland. If it is a lean

bread, most of its flavor comes from yeast development, which happens during a long, slow

rise in the refrigerator. Next time, try allowing for a longer first rise in the refrigerator. As many

times as I have made yeast bread, there are still times when I simply neglected to add salt.

Even when it’s a recipe that I had long ago perfected and have made countless times.

Sometimes, I just forget to add salt. Sadly, bread without salt is bread for the trash heap.My

pastry didn’t rise much, even though I did all the “turns” you recommend. Did you process your

butter until it was the size of small peas? Most recipes for biscuits and pastry will direct readers

to cut the butter into the dry ingredients “until the mixture resembles small peas.” That is not

what I recommend. Biscuits rise for two reasons: because of the chemical leaveners in the

recipe (e.g., baking powder and baking soda), and because of the architecture. The cold

chunks of butter are surrounded by flour. When the raw pastries hit the heat of the oven, the

butter expands and swells the flour around it, creating rise and flakiness. If your butter is the

size of small peas, it is much more likely to merely melt into its surroundings without putting

any pressure on the flour to puff and become flaky. A bonus of using large, flattened chunks of

butter is that your dough will be less sensitive to being handled. The heat of your hands may

melt the chunks of butter a bit, but when the dough is chilled again after shaping, it will firm

back up and should still create the proper architecture. Were your ingredients cold? See above

for why that matters so much. Was your baking powder and/or baking soda fresh? Chemical

leaveners should be used within their freshness dates, and within 4 to 6 months of being

opened, regardless of freshness date. After that point, they become much less effective.I don’t

have or don’t like [X ingredient]. Can I still make the recipe? I’m afraid, except as otherwise

indicated, I have not tested these recipes with any substitutions. As much as I would like to be

able to accommodate every food intolerance, allergy, and taste-preference, it isn’t possible.

But, as always, I hope you’ll feel free to experiment. You are the one who knows best what it’s

like to bake for yourself and your family! That said, please see my note on page 10 about a

dairy-free suggestion for how to make something like my Gluten-Free Bread Flour. It doesn’t

behave quite the same, but it is possible to approximate the results!I don’t have a stand mixer,

but I want the smooth dough that you say requires one. Well, well, well. I may just have some

good news for you. I recently discovered that there are dough hook attachments for some hand

mixers. I purchased the dough hook attachments for the five-speed “ultra power” KitchenAid

hand mixer (available online), and experimented. In other words, I took one for the team. And

I’m pleased to report similar results to my stand mixer with the dough hook attachment! Some

tips and disclaimers before you go shopping: I have not tested any other manufacturers’ hand

mixer with dough hook attachments, although many others also have dough hooks available. I

cannot guarantee that repeated use of the dough hook attachments with heavy bread dough



will not burn out your hand mixer’s motor. Be sure to use a large, deep bowl that is somehow

prevented from slipping around on the counter as you use the mixer (try a moist tea towel

under the bowl). First, mix the dough ingredients together with a large spoon or spatula before

you begin kneading with the dough hooks. The dough will climb up the hooks. Just keep

mixing, and periodically stop the mixer, allow the dough to fall off the hooks, and begin again at

another location on the dough. For best results, spray the dough hooks with cooking oil spray

before using them.I want to bake my bread in a bread machine, but your recipe instructions

don’t tell me how. I do not own, use, or recommend use of a bread machine for a number of

reasons. First, bread machines vary significantly from brand to brand, so one set of instructions

would be woefully insufficient. Second, I find that even the “best” bread machines yield

inconsistent results. Third, even bread machines that make a horizontal loaf make an odd-

shaped loaf, and clearly cannot make shaped breads. Finally, baking yeast bread should not

require an expensive, bulky, single-use piece of kitchen equipment. It is not precious or

unattainable. It’s absolutely within your reach. And you can do it without much time or even

much attention—particularly with the recipes in this book, which nearly all require a long, slow,

first rise in the refrigerator.Your recipes don’t calculate nutrition facts. I need to know all the

information I possibly can about the nutrition content of everything I make! You can calculate

the nutrition facts for every recipe on this site with any of the nutrition calculators available on

the Internet. Unfortunately, I do not have the resources available to me to do all of the

calculations for you, but rest assured that they are just a few clicks away! Please see the

Resources section of this book (pages 271–273) for suggested sites for online nutrition

calculation.SHOESTRING SAVINGS GLUTEN-FREE PACKAGED BREAD IS MUCH MORE

WIDELY available today than, well, than I ever thought it would be. Yes, it is of varying levels of

quality and accessibility, but overall I am thrilled that I am able to purchase ready-made gluten-

free bread. The very fact that it is as available as it is means that we are making serious

progress. However (this is a book about making your own gluten-free bread—you knew there

had to be a “however”!), much of what you can buy ready-made is significantly more expensive

than anything you can make at home, and often it simply cannot compete with the taste of the

breads in this book. Following are a few ways in which you will enjoy Shoestring Savings when

you make your own gluten-free bread with the recipes in this book.First, when it comes to

loaves of bread like those in Chapter 4, you have to be sure to compare like to like. For

example, a loaf of Lean Crusty White Sandwich Bread (page 43) costs about $5.68 to make,

and a comparable type loaf of Udi’s packaged bread costs around $6.15 to buy. But when you

take into account the diminutive size of a loaf of packaged gluten-free bread, as compared to

the full-size loaf that you made yourself, the Shoestring loaf costs 19¢ an ounce to Udi’s 51¢

an ounce. The Lean Crusty Whole-Grain Bread (page 55) costs about 20¢ an ounce to make.

To buy it? A whopping 67¢ an ounce. That’s more than three times as expensive!Second, when

you make your own bread at home, you’ll have exactly what you want. No settling for a plain

packaged dinner roll when what you really want is a pure sourdough dinner roll, such as the

Levain Dinner Rolls (page 97). In fact, almost every single pure sourdough recipe in Chapter 5

is nearly without equal in the world of packaged gluten-free breads. And when there is an

exception, such as the Pain au Levain (page 91), the price is fully double for a packaged

loaf.Third, the single-serve shaped breads in Chapter 6 are also quite a good argument for

baking bread at home. Examples include the English Muffins (page 118) that cost about 36¢

each to make and a full $1.25 each to buy packaged, the Plain (or Seeded) Bagels (page 123)

that cost about 75¢ each to make and a full $1.74 each to buy, and Pita Bread (page 133) that

costs about 42¢ each to make and $1.50 each to buy.
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C. D., “She figured it out!!!. If you forget everything you may know from baking wheat bread,

and carefully follow the instructions in Nicole’s Hunn’s “Gluten Free on a Shoestring Bakes

Bread,” you will be rewarded with real delicious, chewy, crusty beads, the likes of which I had

not tasted in over 9 years, not since I realized I can’t digest wheat.The negative reviews

caused me to write my positive one. Don’t knead the bread like it was made with wheat! I think

that is where the negative review writing, experienced bread bakers all went wrong. If you

knead flour in and try to develop the non existent gluten, you will turn your tender bread into a

door stop. That was one of the most important things I had to internalize as a tried baking my

first few loaves.I have had this book maybe 3 months now, and I now bake bread every week

as a matter of course. Her recipes are incredible, well worth the time and effort. I can never go

back to store bought gluten free bread, Nicole has ruined me. Or as I friend of mine who is

also Gluten Free said upon eating a piece of the ciabatta I brought her, “Holy s***, it’s f******

bread!”

Camomillla, “Best bread ever (focaccia). My son is celiac, which is not easy in a Italian

household. I tried only one recipe but it is enough for the 5 stars: the bread is so good - much

better than anything you would buy in the shop. I have been doing it every week for the last 3

months (I slice it and keep it in the fridge for the school lunches). I use gluten free flour,

xantham, whey powder and tartar cream I buy in Dunnes Stores and skip the last kneed step.

Honestly I can't be bothered in sourcing special four blend or the modified maize Can't wait to

try the other recipes!”

phoebegrant, “Nicole Hunn has triumphed again!. This long-awaited book has finally hit the

shelves, and I couldn't be more excited! I ordered from www.Amazon.com because it was not

possible to place an order on the UK site. The book was despatched promptly and arrived

within a few days.It was plain to see from Nicole Hunn's blog previews [...]that these recipes

would be more time-consuming. The flour combinations are also different - and it can be a little

more challenging to source the ingredients in the UK (although Amazon stock most) - but the

results make the effort worthwhile. The recipe for English Muffin bread (page 118) was the first

on my list. I even purchased 11cm springform pans to contain the dough for individual servings. 

  

Master Class Non-Stick 11cm Loose Base Spring Form Pan



  

  

They cook more quickly than the loaf, too. I'll be moving on to the Herb Focaccia (page 198)

and the Yeast-Raised Waffles (page 216) next.Some recipes can be found on the blog, but this

gluten-free bread cookery book will be my first choice for years to come.”

Paula, “Gluten free baking. Clear recipes- giving gluten free a choice”

N. Marsh, “many ideas to chew on. eases you into the world of gluten-free bread making”

The book by Nicole Hunn has a rating of  5 out of 4.4. 893 people have provided feedback.
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